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This thesis is the translation of the work Paul 
Eluard from the French language to the English language. 
It is one hundred and eighteen pages in length and consists 
of two sections1 biographical information and poetry. 
The first section is the preface, written by Louis 
Parrot. It is subdivided into three parts and deals pri-
marily with biographical information of Paul Eluard during 
the early part of his career. The reader sees here 
Eluard's involvement with the Resistance and learns of his 
early commitments, both personal and political. 
The second section of the translation is the poetry 
of Eluard. This section contains fifty-eight poems dealing 
primarily with his two basic themes• love and freedom. 
This translation was completed with the use of Cassell's 
New French-English English-French Dictionary. The basic 
format of the "thesis follows that of the book, including 
punctuation and capitalization. 
The book ~ Eluard gives insight into the life of 
the author. The poetry shows the reader his major concerns• 
the freedom of his people and his individual love for the 
two women in his life. Thus, through this work, the 
reader will learn more of the poet Paul Eluard and the 
times in which he lived. 
Accepted by1 
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Preface 
Translation is not always an easy task and there are 
several obstacles that one must overcome. In my trans-
lation of the work, .f!Y.! Eluard, there are several areas 
that may need explanation. 
The translation includes the general introduction 
and the poetry of Eluard. (The third area is the post-
script which will not be translated.) The general 
introduction, written by Louis Parrot, contains three 
subdivisions1 Paul Eluard, The Riddle of Life Passes the 
Pure Sky, and August 1948. The last section of the 
translation contains fifty-eight poems written by Paul 
Eluard. 
I decided to translate the biographical information 
and the poetry differently. The poetry is as nearly as 
• 
possible, a word-for-word translation. The basic ideas 
of the biographical information are paraphrased to attain 
standard English form. 
I did translate titles and quotations. Those words 
that I could not find a definition for in. Cassell's ~ 
French-English English-French Dictionary, are either placed 
in parenthesis or underlined. There are several places 
that required a change of word form from an adjective to 
a noun. I did invert word order at the appropriate places 
i . 
to make the translation clearer and easier to understand. 
The most difficult task I encountered was following 
punctuation and style. The sentences were usually 
compound-complex, and the basic idea was sometimes difficuit 
to comprehend. Thus, rather than contuse the reader or 
myself, I followed the punctuation as precisely as possible. 
The poetry is punctuated as it is found in the work, which 
does seem awkward at times to the reader who is trained 
in reading the English language. 
The printed form of the manuscript was also sometimes 
contusing. Some of the direct quotations were included 
in the.body of the work, and others were blocked and 
indented. Thus, once again to avoid contusion, I followed 
the style of the book throughout my translation. 
Paul Eluard 
In the notes that he published following his German 
return which recovered some of his best known poems, Paul 
Eluard brings us some explanation of the circumstances 
under which most of these were written. Therefore these 
poems and the commentaries which enrich them are doubly 
precious to us. They explain reciprocally. This very 
lively commentary maintains in our memory the time 
which gave birth to these poems and it joins us to them 
b~·a thousand sensible bonds1 with regard to the poems, 
they ~form us better than do the long chronicles, on 
the state of spirit of the french intellectuals during 
the twenty years of occupation. If these small texts, 
written with a moving simplicity, were not as perfect as 
the better pages in prose of Paul Eluard, they will have 
already the irreplacable merit of explaining for us the 
relation, if often contested, between a poetic work and 
the era which has inspired it. With each poem Eluard has 
drawn from a common episode, a small work which would 
not have furnished much other than poor substance for 
an article of a journal. These are nevertheless the 
same words, the same events of this time period, but the 
poet has rendered them in their true significance1 he 
put lite into them, he regrouped them according to an 
order which he himself organized, without a complete 
knowledge of the laws. Thaiilts to him, the story of these 
last years, marked by many episodes, happy or sad, hours 
of dejection or hope, all pass entirely in several lines 
which conserve tor us the image inscribed with fidelity 
in a poetic memory which forgets nothing. 
Indeed, all those who have participated to the best 
of their ability in the Resistance, have not so soon 
forgotten the iaportant part which Paul Eluard came to 
take in its organization. '!'his poet gave himself entirely, 
thinking nothing ot the risks or the difficulty ot the 
action1 at the same time, he wrote some poems of which 
the publication contributed in a large measure to the 
spiritual resurrection of France1 he also aided an 
assembly of a large number ot young writers. 
This small book, ·capital of the Sadness, published 
for the tirst time in April 1944, attempts to give a 
complete picture of the poet, and presents only a hint 
of his activity which he could not permit to be presented 
at that time. He showed at this time that he had no 
desire to alter or stop his work but was dedicated entirely 
to poetry, in other words, the truth of the last poems was 
the echoes of the first lines that we know ot Eluard, these 
poems tor Peace which appeared during the other war. 
The reader was able henceforth to predict easily that 
civic attitude adopted by their writer during the twenty 
• 
years of occupation. It is only for precision that 
these pages are added to the study. 
J 
The time before the war had dealt severely with the 
prodigies. Much later, during the winter 1940-41, where 
"he remains because of the cold, a month without for-
getting the violets," in an era when, "on the walls of 
Paris, some opinions, menaces or lists of hostages were 
displ~ed, giving tear to some and shame to all," inspired 
in Eluard these most celebrated poems. He sings there 
the miseries ot a country that did not want to despair 
and that found again its sufferings were the same reason 
for its revolt. He evokes Paris, Paris that no longer 
sings in the streets, its people who could not resign 
themselves, the picture ot the innocents that one con-
ducted to death, the struggle of many heroes to 
whom nothing remains other than the desire to jeopardize 
the abhorred occupant. Al~ those who have remembered 
Paul Eluard in the streets of this city where he had al-
w~s lived had desired to understand in what regard he 
pl~ced these people "who do not support the injustice." 
He went from one quarter to the other, his briefcase in 
hand, filled with defensive papers and clandestine ed-
itions, risking each d~ being recognized and arrested. 
A~er the publication of Poetl'Y and Truth that the 
German Institute denounced as a dangerous tract, he 
changed his residence each month carrying with him only 
these crumpled papers on which he had transcribed the 
4 
rough draft of his poems. This was for a long time the 
existence that he and many intellectuals had known, but 
little does it explain all the misery and all the grandeur. 
Certain of his poems, in particular The ~ of 
Sadness, are only the poetic transcription of sad news 
items that were written each day in the german newspapers 
of Paris and of Vichy in their chronicle of terrorism. 
Inspired by the same event, these admirable poems of cir-
cumstance came to constitute a branch of formidable pro-
paganda in the hands of our supporters. They were pub-
lished everywhere in France, jellygraphed, reproduced in 
the tracts which circulated underground from one force 
to another. The poetic activity of Eluard combined itself 
then with his patriotic activity and both multiplied. He 
undertook with Jean Lescure the publication of ~ Honor 
of Poets and of Europe, collections of poems on which 
the most important poets of the day collaborated. One 
understands some of the difficulties that such a work 
represents. He acted himself to gather the texts, to 
deceive the supervision of the Gestapo and to work daily 
with the printers, the typists, the carriers, all those 
of whom one could never speak and to whom the secret 
literature must nevertheless be known. One will come 
much later to realize that it was with the initiative of 
Eluard that The Calendar of French Letters was published. 
George Adams and Claude Morgan were the principal ani-
5 
mators of the French Letters. Eluard aided in the editing 
of this clandestine journal where he ·published a long 
article about Max Jacob. Shortly before the liberation, 
when the risks of' publication increased, he completed the 
- tract •Peguy-Peri,• for the Editions ~ Midnight. Eluard 
was present. everywhere to aid the Resistance and to make 
his voice heard. This poet revealed himself as a man of 
courageous and clear action. 
One remembers the collection made by all the free 
men of' the poems of' Poetry ~ Truth in 1942. "A Single 
Thought" (I am born in order to know you-in order to name 
you), had exalted this liberty which was confiscated from 
us, and all the reviews of' the world reproduced these 
pathetic strophes, from Geneva to Algeria, from New York 
to Moscow. Most of' the poems that compose this book--and 
some of' which one will find much later--were reprints in 
Swiss, then new in Prance ~der the title of Worthv ~ 
Life. At Geneva, in The Direction, he published these 
under his signature. Among his most eloquent of' works is 
Enterrai l Callar, inspired by Gaya. This admirable critic 
of poetry called these verses, dazzling as a stroke of 
f'ir1;11 
Discouragement has been put to death. 
In February 1944, Paul Eluard came again to the 
province where he had spent several months in order to 
coordinate the joining of' the two zones, and he returned 
again with more ardor for this struggle as if he had 
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never stopped leading. He began again his long walks in 
Paris, his perilous works. In June 1944, he created ~ 
Eternal Review, where he proposed himself to reassemble 
around him the best of the young writers. "One time more, 
poetry offered a challenge to regroup itself, to find again 
a precise consciousness to its hidden violence, crying, 
accusing, hoping." 
In free Paris today, Paul Eluard, who is well known,. 
disentangled from all constraint and who does not ignore 
those battles the poets "must fight with things other 
than words," fraternally invites these poets not to despair 
but to see what is to be realized, as in these Inferior 
Pitches that he wrote at the onset of the occupation. 
The only dre8111 of the innocents 
A single murmur one sole morning 
And the seasons to the harmony 
Coloring the snow and the fire 
One multitude finally reunited. 
This dream of the poet is too great to be realized. 
The war continues and we have not seen all the forms that 
it assumes. He inspired many to anger by his continued 
courageous fight against the •reign of iniquity.• In a 
poem "understand Who Will" published in November 1944, he 
denounces the inc·oherences of a j•stice .that strikes 
without discernment. "I see again many lamentable idiots 
trembbing with fear under the laughs of the crowds. They 
had not one re-enlisted soldier in France ••• They had, in 
each case, not one moral person. Whereas the bandits are 
. . . 
divided from the apostles. Certain individuals, knowing 
their power, remain tranquil in their homes in the hope 
of a new beginning tomorrow.u 
It is because of this justice that the poets mingle 
reason with poetry, that Paul Eluard is on the side of 
those who want to hurry succession. 
I see again the poet during these twenty years. I 
see him again in the mountain of LOzere where he had fled 
the Gestapo. He was a refugee to the sanctuary of the 
aliens of Saint Ablian. For two months, he had written 
numerous poems inspired by the misery of the madness in 
the middle of which he lived. I see again the immense 
plateau covered with snow that combed the whirlpools with 
an icy wind, the high cracked house, the windows behind 
which are aging haggard faces, the little cemetery seems 
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to those that describe it to us like the "black novel." 
Eluard left in the snow and ~he cold, he took the train to 
the nearest city where he came to correct some of the texts. 
It is at Saint Flour that he edited the French Libraz:y, 
some numbers of which are invaluable today, comparable to 
the most beautiful realization of the secret press. I see 
him yet again, at Clermont-Ferrand, where he found again 
many friends, a~er having met there others of Antibes at 
Villeneuve and united their efforts to form many lines 
of a fruitful work. Never was his certainty in a victorious 
issue of the efforts of the Resistance weakened. On each 
ot his trips, he reported to us new reasons for hope. And 
that hope which crosses all his work is the same that 
enlivens us today. (L.P. March ?, 1945) 
8 
9 
The Riddle of Life Passes the Pure Sky 
A study of a poet should have another purpose other 
than to reflect accurately, to reproduce only one image 
of his life and of his intimately mixed work. Surely a 
text of commentaries would be a better indication of the 
life of the author or the circumstances in which his work 
was written. In other words, one speaks most often of a 
book of poems, of a poetic work holding in account, more 
of the author and less of the world. In as much, the work 
was born of itself, like the orchids-without roots. How 
many times have we been irritated by these books that 
should have another purpose other than to teach us, but 
that are only some rambling ~uthor of a work from which 
we learn nothing. Such works teach us without doubt of 
their aµthor, and allow us to discover occasionally a 
critic or an aesthetic, but they do not give us the 
occasio~ to know finally something of the poet who is 
the object of their study. These remain obscure, one 
does not see his face, one knows nothing of him. 
The poet's life provides a sign of enlightenment. 
But it is no less desirable that this work provoke some 
to search again into its nature. If it is fruitless to 
desire to explain a poetic work, it is not useless to 
10 
indicate in which conditions it was born, to give some 
understanding of the life of its author. One knows with 
what minutiae are listed, analyzed, the smaller documents 
that we find again on the life of Arthur Rimbaud: their 
confrontation with the books of the poet to be able to 
give birth to some new interpretation, and recognition of 
the profound vitality of the work of the poet of 
Illuminations, despite some stylistic imperfections. 
It is the same for all the poets. But how much more 
difficult to reconstruct the exact traits of those who 
have all their life tried to hide them--even those who have 
the good faith of the world. Paul Eluard is of those. Of 
all the poets who have added an important role during these 
last twenty years, the author of the Capital of Sadness is 
without doubt one of those of whom a legend has most 
rapidly grown. To end this legend full of errors, irritants 
or flatteries of the surrealist adventure, one is pleased 
to introduce and revise1 an exact biography of the poet 
which will have more of a chance to illuminate his poetry 
than all the poems and prose which serve as habitual 
commentaries. 
We are here befo.re a particular case. Here is a 
poet who presents himself to us with a work of slight 
appearance, composed of short poems for the most part, 
written with some familiar words and of which the images 
are often times of the same simplicity. But, this 
work suffices to place its author by the side of our 
most grand poets1 innumerable studies have been dedi-
cated to hinu everyday new evidence of his influence 
reaches us. What is the mysterious trait that merits the 
ardent fever with which all young poets surround him 
today? These notes are going to attempt to explain in 
detail some nelements of biography" of which the interest 
is not unimportant if one wants to understand and like 
him. He adds here a "monograph" collection of teachings 
similar to the anonymous notices of the old books. Its 
author defends himself to allow himself to change the 
direction of his purpose··which is to make a contribution 
to the study of this work and to facilitate its access 
to new readers. He has voluntarily silenced his friend-
ship that would have permitted him, without doubt, many 
developments, that would build a good framework that is 
definitely traced to him. 
The name of certain cities has for us some mem-
ories which are very difficult to discard. Charleville 
evokes the image of a young boy ~ho goes again to 
change the world and who has changed ours. Saint-
Denis, where Eluard was born the fourteenth of December 
1895, evokes that of the desolate country, of the large 
columns of smoke, of the appearance of the red or gray 
Basilica following the seasons. City red and city 
kingly, across these cruel lines that Verlaine has 
written in Jadis ~ Naguere: "Towards Saint-Denis, it 
is stupid and nasty country." One sees some avenues of 
11 
dross and some brooks that hide themselves behind the 
enclosures of open gardens, the Rouillon, the old sea, 
faithful friends of a peppery infancy, crossing the great 
rushes of tenderness and of despondency. It is from 
Saint-Denis, then to Aulnay-under Water, that Paul Eluard 
spent his first years. These two cities lost far in his 
memories are united by the road of pearl connected by the 
· canal of Ourcq. Another poet of the suburbs, Leon-Paul 
Fargue, more than half a century later describes in his 
populist novel a painting of these cities that inspired 
him. The reflection of the trees and of the chimneys in 
12 
the water-tides of the canal will inspire Eluard's first 
poems: Eluard will very often evoke, this melancholy scenery 
of the large city and of the suburbs mentioned by the 
anonymous poets that he will read in 1912. He came then 
to live his first years in Paris. From age twelve to 
sixteen, he lived on the street LOuis-Blanc--near a 
canal--and he was enrolled at the school Colbert. Studies 
were quickly interrupted. At sixteen, he had to leave 
Paris to go to Switzerland. Ill, he had to care for 
himself, in the high mountains. In his work, one will 
find again, apparent in his poems of love, the memories 
of these days, spent before the hills of snow, under the 
pure sky. He remained two years in Switzerland, the time 
necessary to heal himself and to become a soldier. He 
had scarcely returned to Paris, in 1914, before he had 
to leave for the war. 
lJ 
Thes~ years at the sanatarium and this stay at the 
front, the permanent contact with misery (Eluard was a 
nurse, then a foot-soldier) will mark his first works with 
their imprint. Eluard had written some lines before the war 
that only inspire a young man to precocious love. But 
the first that we know of him and what he published in 1919 
reflect all the anxiety and hope of the men of the times 
and are the leaders of the hope of the young poets of this 
era. These lines that render already such a personal 
accent, lead the character of the young man who has written 
them, on the bed of recovery at Davos, or in the trench. 
Paul Eluard, who displays a refined, musical language, of 
which he is able to obtain the most subtle shades, does 
not ignore that the poet cannot be insensible to this pain 
of men of which he has tested all the severity, and it is 
to express it that he wishes always to apply himself. He 
has shared the bad fate of all• and like Walt Whitman, of 
whom he reads and rereads in Leaves of Grass, he is able to 
say that everything that happens to the people is important 
to him. It is this that enables him to find his reasons 
for hope. Many poems at the outset bring therefore some 
sad images or a fragile hope such as in the notes Ashes 
Living under ! Life. "I merit death. Eat your pain on the 
car that leads you to the scaffold, eat your pain tranquilly. 
I have already said that I wait more for the only dawn. 
For me, the night is immortal. 
But already, his first works manifest this double 
tendency that one will find again and again in all his 
work. At the same time that he wishes to tell us all 
that awakens in him the sadness of this world where 
happiness has been banished--some smiling images impose 
themselves. They are brought to him by the spectacle of 
the street, by the idiots, the light, and they demand to 
be explained. Therefore, the duty to make heard a song 
grave and good, mingles with disquiet to the point of 
being unjust toward these careless images that he wishes 
to offer us. Roughness and sweetness conflict• These 
two traits dominate his poems of youth and adolescence, 
equal themselves in the poems he transcribes again in 
a childishly applied handwriting, and that came to con-
stitute his first small books .TI!! Duty and ~ Anxiety 
(1917) and Poems .!'.2£ the Peace (July 1918): "I build a 
fire, the azure having abanqoned me, a fire in order to 
be his friend." 
A desirous love of solitude, or better, a warm 
friendship always in awakening and reporting on the 
familiar objects, on the pebbles of the road, the fire 
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and the shower, on the faces of some passing, all these 
explain the substance that gives these poems a radiant life. 
(•Nothing is harder than the winter war," he wrote in 
Paris so gay; and here are words that enlighten themsel.ves 
until one knows the interior light.) Another thing, 
in effect, adds to this fever1 it is a patient application 
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to make true, to clarify without stopping the image 
which presents itself to him in the words that he employs 
in order to paint these images accurately, giving their 
real worth, their true significance. Love ot simplicity, 
knowledge of words with which he experiments. When one 
reads again the work of Paul Eluard, a work used as an 
example for more than twenty-five years, it is easy to 
prove that it is only a ceaseless exercise, that a har-
monious stake in value of these two qualities, that the 
poet carries each to the same point where they mingle 
their common perfection. 
It.is necessary here, in order to explain this 
double tendency, to place in account some influences that 
Eluard has encountered in his youth. The era that 
immediately preceded the first world war is one of the 
richest of our literature. The new poetry was divided 
between the friends ot Jul~~ Romains and the admirers of 
Guillaume Apollinaire. One follows then with interest, 
strong, dark occasionally, the debate which opposed the 
unanimistes to the cubistes1 it was the time of the Book 
.2! b.2Y.!• of The 1!f! Unanimous, and of the Evenings of 
Parisi the young poets were able easily to find again 
editions of the Serres Chaudes, of Tancred and much later, 
of King Harold, the curious little book of Luc Durtain. 
To the unanimistes, whose attitude toward the dying 
symbollsm came to be the most beneficial, Paul Eluard 
went perhaps to learn the employment of some simple 
• 
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words understood by alls to their adversaries, he was 
bound without doubt to hold the flavor of the unusual, of 
surprise, the lyrical, the spirit of invention. These 
first gave to the words of their poems, a profound sense, 
a les·s restricted societys they incorporated there this 
"unanimous soul" which they applied with an obstinate 
application all the changess the second carried in several 
words of their poems, more smiling, more careless in 
appearance, many musical expressions, a secret colored 
imagery, and the style of many painters of 1912. Eluard 
knew all the materialists' philosophy, Jean-Paul and 
Shelley, Novalis and Heraclitus, without forgetting Nerval, 
Rimbaud and Baudelaire (on whom he has given us several, 
commentaries) and much later Lautreamont. The friends of 
Eluard know with what scrutiny he reads all the little 
books o! some young poets. He attempts the new which is 
strange to him. But nothi~~ is a stranger to him, no 
more than our trench poetry. At twenty years, he had read 
all the poets. And these studies exercised upon him many 
complex influences very difficult to reconstruct from 
these same early works, but by which it is undeniable 
that he had been influenced. 
Poems !or Peace was bound not to pass unnoticed. 
They brought him the attention o! a young writer, 
interpreter of Malagasy and also director of the reviews 
it is in 1918 that Jean Paulhan, who then published The 
Spectator, became acquainted with Paul Eluard. Author 
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of a thesis on which he worked until 1944 on the "semantics 
of the proverb and of the common position," he looked 
again a.t the verb usage that the author of the Poems fg!: 
Peace had attempted. Two years later, he began writing 
for Eluard the preface of the Examples. At intervals, and 
in some strange circumstances which have been reported by 
Andre Breton Nadja, Eluard became known to some young 
writers whose names had appeared at the beginning of 
several revues--notably of North-South, edited by Pierre 
Reverdy--Andre Breton, soupault, Aragon, and a little 
later, Tzara. It was a great spiritual adventure which 
began. 
One would not pass in silence this curious encounter 
that made these young people a group bound by a friendship; 
a group that some years later, through quarrels and 
passionate misunderstandings, had to separate. A large 
common work waited for them then. The people had loved 
the scandal for the scandal. It was applied to destroy, 
with a sometimes strong elegant brutality, the bourgeois 
values which the war had made destitute. Here he 
surrendered little by little the conquests of a movement 
captivating a program of reconstruction that was not1 bound 
to restrain the reader through literature. It was to 
this enterprise of reconstruction that Breton, Eluard, 
Aragon and their friends came to be devoted. The review 
Litterature, the first in date of the surrealist reviews 
(1919 to1l924), published The Magnificent Hills of 
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Breton and of Soupault, the poems of Aragon in Fire of Joy, 
and those that Paul Eluard extended in the first small 
books which were composed in 1926 Capital .2f the Sadness. 
The review published equally the Poems of Isidore Ducasse. 
I estimate that the most beautiful title of glory of 
the surrealists, ( writes Andre Gide also), is the pro-
claimed importance of the ultra literature of the 
admirable Lautreamont. Hin fact, the surrealists have 
come to merit yet other titles of admiration from those 
who followed them: Nadja, Capital of the Sadness, The 
County .2f Paris, which flourished during these years 
when the critic sees the expansion of historic surrealism, 
these are without doubt among the most important books of 
then.H Their influence remains alive today. As for The 
Magnificent Hills, they represented for most of the young 
poets the most brilliant illustration of the poetic sur-
realist. This book, where automatic writing triumphed, 
came to justify the theories of the group. One of its 
aµthors, Andre Breton, revealed there dazzling talents and 
a true animator of this spiritual family of which the 
radiance is far from being lessened, exercised on the 
"central surrealist," the most amicable but also the most 
severe of influences. Paul Eluard is pleased, in many 
circumstances, to know again how profitable this influence 
had been to him. In his conference of 1937, at the 
comedy of the Champs-Elysees, he declared that Andre Breton 
"had been and remained for him one of the men who had 
taught him to think the most." Since this era, the pol-
itical quarrels, the war, have separated him from many 
of his better friends. Some are living in France1 these 
are not less precious. 
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In spite of all its diversity, this group of friends 
is one of the most tightly bound groups that had ever existed, 
presenting at its formation an absolute cohesion. These 
young men of strong character had opposed a common thought. 
They knew what they wanted and were not afraid to make it 
known. Each came by consequence to.follow different 
voices. But between 1922-25, their accord was total and 
each accepted an elaborate discipline after many nights of 
discussion after very strong tumult. One views a painting 
of Max Ernst (1922), l'.2 the Renedezvous £!.!:Friends, where one 
finds all the surrealist poets reunited in the company of 
Jean Paulhan, Chirico, the painter himself and some phantoms 
of Raphael and Dosloievski. 
In two years, Eluard had gained, at Cologne, know-
ledge of the author of this picture and the friendship 
of Max Ernst became a strong influence in the evolution of 
his thought. Complete artist, poet, theoretician of 
surrealism since the first hour, Max Ernst came to exercise 
a considerable influence on the poet of Repetitions. Never 
had the yainting experienced more ties with the poetry 
of this era or the poets portrayed, or the pictures 
written by the poems. Much later Paul Eluard, in !h2 
Poetic Evidence, wrote that the surrealist portrayers 
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were united in their efforts to free the vision in order 
to unite the imagination to nature, in order to consider. 
all which is possible as real, in order to show us that 
there is not a dualism between the imagination and reality, 
but that the spirit, that man can conceive and create, 
comes from the same vein, is of the same material as its 
flesh, and is of the same blood as the world that en-
compasses it. In other words surrealism gave to the painter 
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a poetic role of first creator causing these three painters 
to dominate the universe of Eluard1 Ernst, Picasso and 
Chirico. Of the first, he admires the brilliant intelli-
gence that changes all around it, utilizes turn for turn 
word or color in order to explain the unexplainable, and 
to make us penetrate, directly, a world where nothing is 
incomphrensible, "Toward his pastings, his polishings, 
his pictures, said Eluard of Max Ernst, exercising without 
ceasing the will to mingle forms, events, colors, sen-
sations, sentiments." Of Picasso, in whom he recognized, 
better than anyone else, the perpetual boldness, the mar-
velous faculty, placed in the service a technique of which 
one will never know all the resources, he will tell all 
the essentials in the best of his critical pages and in 
numerous poems. Finally of Chirico, of whom he possessed 
during many years some of the most celebrated works--
notably The Puppet of lli Rose ~ ~ the Depart of lli 
~--he likes the metaphysical paintings which for him 
are going to join the work of de Vinci, Piranese and 
, , 
Uccello. One could not judge the poetic production of 
this time without holding in account the influence 
exercised by the painter and more exactly by its 
theoreticians. 
Many other painters shared moreover the friendship 
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of the poet between the years 1920-JO. They are all cited 
in the poems and the short texts of prose that he dedicated 
to them (and that are gathered under the title of "Painters" 
in lQ. Give To ~)1 Ays Magritte, Man Ray, Joan Miro, 
Andre Masson, Yves Tanguy, Salvador Dali ••• but Max Ernst, 
the first of these painters that he knew, is the one 
whose friendship was the most intimate and fruitful1 
Eluard wrote in collaboration with the painter of his 
"gardens golu-avions" and of the plants-animals The 
unhappy Immortals (1922). Ernst came to illustrate 
numerous books of Eluard, among these, Repetitions, To 
the Lack of Silence, Complete Song, The Unhappy Immortals, 
which mark one of the most happy periods of collaborat.ion 
between the painter and the poet, different totally from 
the Animals and Their~ which had_preceded it. In this 
last book written at Versailles a little after his de-
mobilization (1920), Eluard reveals, in all his simplicity, 
this desire "to remain absolutely pure" which had always 
made him prefer clumsy words, but moving, to the "pleasing 
languages that suffice for babbling." This little book 
which Valentine Hugo illustrated in the much later second 
edition, is marked by the constant care to bring back 
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poetry to the role of common exchange between men. Max 
Ernst and Eluard applied their talents exclusively to the 
poetic resources of the language, resulting in the new 
directions of their verses. The words there are of extreme 
simplicity: it is a familiar language that we hear every 
day. The author invites us himself to not doubt the 
"clarity of the phrases that he employed• a clear glass, 
a sun, some lemons, some mimosa to light1 and meanwhile 
as in all the poems of Eluard, at the moment where these 
common words assemble, they engender a new sense, very 
difficult to analyze. These are words that extricate each 
flames-they acquire an incandescent radiance that Eluard 
fulfills in them using all his poetic science, when he 
condenses it in them. Much later, we find again this den-
sity, in.an extremely reduced form, in certain poems of the 
book Open Book. 
~ Necessities of life and the Consequences of 
Dreams (1921} and Repetitions (1922} carry the mark of 
these verb usages looked for again1 To Die 1.§. not to Die 
(1924) assumes other preoccupations. The poet is master 
henceforth of the words that he uses1 he charges them to 
express, that which he loves, that which he is. The 
poem-object is spirited little by little1 it has become 
a "complete song" in which is based the profound voice 
that yet only the poet is to hear. There is one theme 
born of all the accumulated images and he directs them: 
the trembling which travels through these poems makes the 
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images shimmer, but these illuminating unusual images, 
images that dazzle us, the critics compare to some black 
diamonds, and to refrains which distinguish intimate 
musical lines. Love speaks here to the open heart, in 
these grave and gracious poems at the time when the name 
of Gala--that Eluard had known in Switzerland in 1912--
matched in filigree. During the years that will follow 
this encounter, love which confounds itself with poetry is 
the only theme on which the poems of Eluard are written. 
To Gala will be dedicated The ~ .2f Poetry, this "book 
without end." "I sing in order to sing, I love you in 
order to sing," he wrote in the last poems of Capital of 
,!h! Sadness. Most of these poems are moreover songs of 
love, a subtle despair transpires there in a lyric of 
modesty and of seriousness: "0 sweet, when you sleep, 
the night mixes itself with the day ...... 
The history of surrealism will attach the greatest 
importance to the activity of Eluard and his friends in 
this era. In his Little Anthology of Surrealism, to 
which it is necessary constantly to refer, Georges Hugnet 
notes that the end of the year 1922 brought to surrealism 
a ninth element: "It was the era of the sun," he wrote •••• 
The question was to look for the secret responses of the 
subconscious at the bottom of the hypnotic sun. 1922 was 
the year of the great hypnotic discourse of Robert Desnos. 
This same year, Eluard published Repetitions. A little 
later, when the poet finished To Die Is not to Die, 
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surrealism was already given some formulas and some per-
ceptions: Andre Breton placed in the nick of time his 
First Manifest (1924) and wrote the poems of Soluble l!!!!!· 
For several years, the group of friends shared the 
same intellectual fever: but already some cracks were 
produced and some "action" had been changed to a great 
cry. Eluard, who was married the same year of the Duty 
!!19. ~ Anxiety and who, from his marriage with Gala, had 
had a girl, Cecile ("My daughter is seated in front of me, 
as calm as the candle," he said in the Below!! ~--and 
twenty years later, in Poetry and Truth, 19421 "My 
daughter the butterfly--You take the form of the cup--
where you drink--where you reflect your wings")--took a 
very active part in the work and in the controversies of 
the "central." But this overwhelming and multiple activity 
(one remained occasionally even until dawn at the cafe in 
order to define as aesthetic or anti-aesthetic point, in 
order to weigh the terms of an injurious letter), was 
powerless to make him forget the deceptions and the 
intimate griefs that accumulated. Weariness, in need of 
solitude at any price? One day, in March 1924, Eluard 
disappeared and the report of his death spread through 
Parisi parents and comrades were incapable of giving the 
slightest news of the poet. Some articles of his death 
appeared in the press. Andre Breton, anxious about the 
fate of his friend, speaks of him in these terms: "Where 
is he? Where did he go? What has become of him? What 
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has become of him, the silent author, and this pair of 
stockings which were his most chaste thoughts, this pair 
of silk stockings? What has he made of his long jobs, of 
his eyes of toil, of his rumors of human cross-roads, the 
misery that has passed between his triangles and his cirles? 
Which wind heaves him, the candle of his clear lamp by the 
staircase of the occasion? And the sockets of his eyes, 
of what style do you see them, at the scrapiron stockyard 
of the world?" (Soluble~. Poem 2.5). In fact, 
Eluard, horribly weary and deceived, had wanted to fly 
from himself, to forget. On the fifteenth of March 1924, 
he embarked to Marseille by the first boat sailing and 
left France, without leaving a sign of life, 
It was a long course around the world, a voyage 
without precise purpose that led him to Oceania, to Malaya 
and to the Indies. One knows very few things about this 
trip, The places of the earth that enthralled the im-
agination of other poets, left little imprint on him. 
He did not go there as a tourist like Barnabooth. He left 
in order to be lost and so that he would learn the roads 
these were his magic images which, since, known perhaps, 
have not ceased to haunt him. The West Indies and Panama, 
Oceania,--he stopped at Tahiti, at the islands of Cook, 
in New Zealand, in Australia the Celebes (Max Ernst had 
painted in 1920 the famous "Elephant of Celebes"),--
Java and Sumatra, Indochina, and Ceylon, stations of this 
trip that he followed himself, to look for these images 
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that enlivened all these names during his infancy, under 
the fume of the canal of Ourcq, during the era when he had 
not yet seen "the earth blue as an orange," It was 
necessary that he live forlorn for old Europe. In several 
parts of the South Seas, the hunters of adventure searched 
the future to give purpose to the roving poets. After 
seven months of vagabondage, those that he loved rejoined 
him at Singapore1 the evasion came to an end when a Dutch 
cargo carried them together to Marseille. 
One understands all the value that many biographies 
would attach to such a voyage and with what patience they 
would apply themselves to find in the poems of Paul Eluard 
small allusions to this adventure. But Eluard took care 
himself to inform us: this was a ridiculous voyage, he 
tells us (these are the same terms that Urien the symbol-
ist employs in order to qualify his) and one from which 
he strove to gain a "poetic profit." When his poems 
time after time pierce the memory of this trip, one de-
vines that he is eager to forget some image that was 
very close to his mind. It is in dream, it seems, that 
this long trip has been accomplished, and in its substance 
are some fragments that he is but little concerned to 
assemble today, 
One knows from which place comes the dream of the 
surrealist poetry of this period where the best known 
interpretations of the given facts of the unconscious 
have engendered many passionate discussions. Andre 
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Breton has brought back in Nadja some of these dreams the 
translation of which has much value for us. Eluard tells 
of his return to Paris; in his dream he lived in a castle 
on the Egyptian countryside where nothing was lacking, 
neither the flora complicated nor the long galleries pro-
longed by the immense, interminable walks, At the end of 
these walks, a slender, brown woman was crouching. But, 
the next day, upon entering the cafe of the White Place 
where he had found his friends each evening, he remembered 
the woman that he had seen in his dream: she spoke Of a 
castle to constructs her conversation carried, it seems, 
some reference to the nocturnal vision of the poet, 
This is a small anecdote, one told and quickly forgot, 
Without doubt, however, it creates the title of one of the 
poems of The Public Rose, written several years later: 
- -
"And she was to erect a palace that resembled a pool in 
a forest because all the regal appearances of the light 
were hidden in the mirrors. And the transparent treasure 
of his virtue was ornamented to the uttermost with gold 
and emeralds like a scarab." In effect, this landscape of 
extreme fragileness that the poet has painted with his 
most subtle colors, and which trembled a long time since 
in his memory, as the "exhibition to the front of a lake," 
has without doubt been caught in a glimpse there, but it 
was necessary that a dream revive him and that a strange 
story confer to him a reality visible to all. In other 
words, whether he wanted it or not, all these images have 
caught a different glimpses their light which had 
accumulated in him and had been held prisoner for a 
lont time, come brusquely back, to color the dull word 
which he uses, to redden a verse with a limpid glimmer. 
It is this, this remote light, that today changes his 
rocks into diamonds. 
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But the magnificence of these exotic landscapes whose 
colors reappeared many times in book after book is 
clouded by the memories that he has preserved of his 
trips and of his many days in the countries of Europe. 
Those are for him much more important. In 1923, Eluard 
travels to Rome, where Georges de Chirico received 
him in a great landscape of snow and of ruins, to Rome in 
winter where the destroyed palaces project to earth these 
long shadows that combed the poet of Hebdomeros. He is 
' 
afterwards in Vienna, then in Prague, the city of poets 
of bizarre stories that formed the memories of 
Apollinaire, "You see its photography in the gates of 
saint-Vit," wrote the poet of Calligrammes. And Eluard: 
"All life has colored in my wrinkles--like a gate serving 
as a cover--the most beautiful of the funeral masks," 
(The Immediate ~). He loves Switzerland, of whic·h he 
has many happy and unhappy memories1 his high mountains, 
his limpid skies which are often reflected in his poems. 
Ill, he remained there a long time1 he spent some months 
of weariness, slashed of the lustre of youth and of 
health. Patiently, it is there that he gathered the poems 
of ~ ~ 9.f Poetry. "Facing the windows like one aged 
with regret--! look for the expectation--myself," He 
travels. One sees him often in Belgium, where his work 
has found numerous commentaries and many fevered disciples. 
(The Belgium reviews were the first to speak of surrealism 
and this movement lived to rally to him many painters and 
many poets grouped around Paul Nouge, Magritte, and Paul 
Delvaux). He goes also to England. Originally from 
Normandy, Eluard likes the streams, the large parks 
covered with mist, the live waters, the grass. He likes 
LondQn, where he lived at the home of Roland Penrose, one 
of those who introduced surrealism in England. When he 
was twenty, he had read John Donne, Keats, Shelley, Swin-
burne. He rereads them in the green paradise of Cornwall, 
where he wrote two of the most beautiful poems Natural 
112!!• After ~ the .§yn. the verses of which take on a new 
sense when one knows what inspired them1 "By mixing 
murmurs of the land and its .ghosts--repeated the discourses 
in which I tried to forget something." It is finally in 
Spain that he travelled a little before the Revolution. 
This acquainted him with its poets. Eluard had trans-
lated in 1939 a poem of Federico Garcia Larca and he was 
influenced by the abilities of the author of Romancero 
Gitano, after his death, to understand our country. At 
the same time that Breton discovers the Canaries which he 
presents in the dazzling pages of ~ Mad ~· ~ Spain 
of Madrid, of Seville and of Barcelona, Eluard rediscovers 
- --
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Picasso, his "mysteries," his ladies and his people. The 
unhappiness that overpowers him will also inspire in him 
the large strophes of Guernica and of November 1936, which 
rejoin in force and in violence the canvases of the great 
spanish painter through whom we know the tortured persons 
of 193?. 
Was such re~oval from the natural sphere necessary 
in order to add to the images that Eluard employed, this 
glitter that gives occasionally the memory of a city, that 
with one look, one has not forgotten? No, indeed. But 
they have helped enrich them. How many hours must be spent 
contemplating a scene, the movement of a crowd, the bound-
ing growth of thoughts and zinnias in the garden of Saint-
Germain, or the murmur of the Mediterranean the story of 
which Picasso, tired of making brilliant pictures in color, 
engraved on some pebbles, in order to produce one day a 
beautiful verse? Moreover, what has he found on all these 
trips that had truly overthrown him? In Rome, what had 
most moved him are not the celebrated ruins, nor the 
galleries of many museums, but the common little snowy 
street where he sees the hotel to which Chirico has guided 
him1 of Cornwall, this landscape is the somber greenery, 
the masses of water which he describes completely in 
Painted Words. He smiled in anticipation at the memory of 
a common incident that imposes and gives all the elements 
of a perfect verse. Therefore, through the years, it 
is a forgotten memory that comes again and that colors 
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itself at the heart of the poet; but he, he is modified, 
enriched in distance, and he is in turn, like the shell-
fish disposed of in the salt of the missing seas, of one-
luminous halo. Salvador Dali speaks of these "luminous 
ideas" which surge in our gloom and impose on our look, 
speak to our imagination. These are, the author of ~ 
Public B2fil! will say, the "explosions of times, fruits 
· for the memory," and about which the poet must be more 
clever in order to anticipate and to collect the radiant 
gushing. 
Some months after his return to Paris, Eluard wrote 
the last poems of Capital of Sadness (1926). This book, 
whose title has known the most surprising fortune, and 
which came to be called at first The Art to J2! UnhappY, 
reunites the most significant of his poems: at the time 
this book validated Eluard as the first representative of 
the new poetry; the collection has not ceased to enrich 
itself, to perfect his abilities; but he shows already in 
all these poems an equal charm and these have inspired 
several generations of poets and have guarded today all 
their force and all their freshness. The power, the 
dramatic movement from poem to poem mixed there with the 
grace of the charming strophes of amourous songs. "His 
dreams full of life--make the sun evaporate--make me 
laugh--make me cry--speak without having anything to say," 
Capital of Sadness, is, in excellence, an inexhaustible 
book. 
In the years that follow this book, the most 
important,· without doubt, the first sur.realist work, 
Eluard came to dedicate a large part of his activity to 
the wording and to the direction of the reviews of the 
group in Surrealist· Revolution and in Surrealism at the 
Service .Qf ~ Revolution, and to the elaboration of a 
literature of propaganda, or, as the critics said then, 
of subversion. His bibliography confounds itself with 
the literary history of this era and his life with that 
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of his friends. He spends his days recounting those 
memories and placing them in common dreams, the most of 
which have been realized. With this incessant collabora-
tion is born many manifestoes, many prefaces of expositions, 
many investments of constant recovery, many tracts--for 
a long time undiscoverable--and many books. Many works 
which turned the day during these ardently lived years 
were therefore written in collaboration. "Poetry must 
be made by all1 not by one." This phrase that they had 
found in Lautreamont, the surrealists cited most often, 
in making one of their "reasons to write." Poetry is 
not an exercise to which some only have the secret; it 
must be accessible to all, then the poet is before all 
to inspire other men. It is in this spirit that Eluard 
and his friends wrote their poems in common. Already 
in 1925, the poet of Capital .Qf Sadness had gathered, 
with Benjamin Peret, 152 proverbs made to the taste of 
the day, a little book of aphorisms and of cruel 
prescriptions, disconcerting, where the taste of the 
sentence strictly drawn, harmonizes with the brutal 
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fantasy of the author of the Great Sport, Some years later, 
when he publishes ~ ~ ~ Poetry (1929) and prepares 
~ Immediate 1!f§_, he prepares with Rene Char and Breton a 
book of poems To Lessen Work (1930), At the same time, 
- -
he published a book that he had written, in collaboration 
with only Andre Breton: ~ Immaculate Conception. 
This book, of which little is known, is yet the 
one which makes the purposes of the surrealist poets more 
understandable, It was an attempt to reproduce, with 
the most precision possible, and with "an absolute loyalty," 
the authors tell us, the diverse forms which manifest a 
gradually united thought, In five essays of simulation 
that go from mental delusion to precocious madness, Breton 
and Eluard placed under the section "To the Specialists of 
the Profane" some texts whose elaboration had permitted 
them to discover some "resources that were above sus-
picion," They considered "the spirit poetically construct-
ed at the heart of the normal man and capable of repro-
ducing in great art the most paradoxical verbal manifesta-
tions, the mose eccentric, and the poet can by power of 
this spirit place at will the principle ideas blending 
them into a durable perplexity, without jeopardizing his 
faculty of balance." Andre Breton explains moreover 
much more of this aspect of ·the poetic creation. A 
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childish mind imagines that the surrealist writer 
abandons himself to his reading to lose his body and well-
being in his poem and to write "that which passes through 
the head." Nothing is less exact. "The reason today," 
the author of the Vases Communicants wrote very justly, 
"proposes nothing more than an assimilation during which 
the rational is called on to reorganize itself without 
stopping, at the time, to reaffirm itself and to grow." 
Therefore surrealism adjoins itself necessarily with a 
surrationalism that doubles and measures it (the word 
surrationalism is from Mr. Gaston Bachelard, the author 
.of some complimentary books and some great surrealist 
books that are indispensable to the understanding of the 
literature today). In~ Immaculate Conception, where 
surrealism and surrationalism join, where involuntary 
poetry and intentional poetry make more than one, Andre 
Breton and Paul Eluard call on their followers to imitate 
their examples of admirable, erotic texts (texts that I 
find unequaled anywhere) and aphorisms that count among 
the most singular of the surrealist literature1 "Not to 
abolish the red rays of the sun.,,Take to preserve to 
the livid and useful light.,,Observe the light in the 
mirrors of the sightless ••• Pattern in the dust the disin-
terested games of your weariness ••• Gold covered with 
the spark the pill without that blackness of the anvil ••• 
correct your parents ••• Light the perspectives of the 
tired." 
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He placed in this work in collaboration some commonly 
suggested images with an imposed theme and bound them 
together in a satisfying poetic form. This very differ-
ently matched the book written in 1937: the poems which 
compose The ~ Hands illustrate some drawings of Man Ray. 
To this last painter, Eluard dedicated several poems, from 
one of which comes the most beautiful scene of The Public 
.R2.fil!.1 "The storm of a law that burst," proposes the theme 
and Eluard will find that the poem illuminates it •. Nearly 
nothing compares to the image, the couplet patiently 
ordered adapts in a pattern that encompasses it. In ~ 
~ Hands, Man Ray traces the outline where Eluard, with 
several words, made a poem appear. The framework that 
enclosed it like a halo often indicated the difficulty of 
these words intelligently assembled. The result of this 
outline of the proposed theme of many simple images is a 
group of notations immediately perceptible: "Here is the 
convolvulus, the nasturtium, freshly escaped from a 
breakfast of the sun, of beautiful used leather, some 
furred animals, some fabrics to reflect, the mirror and 
the scenery in the form of playing cards." 
All these books are developed around some experiences. 
The important work that is necessary to publish next, 
Double Numbers, is no less curious--having added to its 
production many precious elements of novelty. There is 
in the poems of this era an apparent monotony. If their 
form is similar, their substance enriches itself without 
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stopping. But it is perhaps in the texts in prose that 
this ~nrichment is the most appropriate. A text like 
Nights Shared (in ~ Immediate Life, 19)2) no longer 
assunies anything of the exterior world1 it is a page of 
autobiography of which the tone, of an exceptional no-
bility, had been rarely attained up to that point: Eluard 
evokes, in some words a rhetoric that makes the time heavy, 
already remote, when the love that had helped him to live 
was yet alive, by many sad memories: "To the journey of 
a long trip, perhaps I will go more towards this door that 
we two knew so well, I will enter perhaps more in this 
room where desperation and death and despair have many 
times attracted me." All the story of a great passion 
comes in these pages where the evocation of the happy 
minutes alter with those long days of despondency. The 
poet here makes the balance-sheet of twenty years during 
which the most smiling fictions "are mixed with undoubt-
able reality," during which, "time took some of our love ••• 
life wanted to change our love." "In order for me to find 
some reasons to live, I have attempted to destroy my 
reasons to love. In order for me to find some reasons to 
love, I have badly lived," It is therefore in some pages 
that count among the most dense of his work that the poet 
expresses in poignant terms a love that he wants to sur-
• 
vive, and the overwhelming sadness that awakens to the 
long sentiment of the knowledge that it is in spite of 
all perishable. Without doubt, the poetic form suffices 
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this idea. He made known here this inspired surrationalism 
that permitted in this poetry the introduction of new 
elements as fruitfUl. 
One has often reproached the surrealists for "lack 
of inspiration." It is a reproach for which one finds 
little justification when he rereads the texts in the prose 
of Eluard, texts particularly strong moreover, that re-
semble each other, if this is compared to Baudelaire or to 
certain poems of Mallarme in Divagations. Mallarme had 
been, moreover, well pleased that Paul Eluard, like certain 
poets when they wrote in prose, diluted in long periods 
his poetic images: those that he gives us are always 
brought to their exact proportions and the "inspiration," 
that is often a banal rhetoric, is maintained here in 
limits severely controlled. His texts in prose, solemnly 
developed, are of a subtle and elegant precision, and one 
in which the sentences go from one image to the other 
relying on a unity of thought, renewing this miracle of 
which he spoke himself1 the purpose of the poems in p~ose 
as stated by the author of the Flowers of ~· The French 
language, this language "antipoetic" endowed since Ne~al 
and Baudelaire with a new instrument, the poem in prose, 
has given birth, in the years that will follow the first 
war, to many different formulas. It was no longer 
sufficient to demand poetic language "go adapt itself to 
the lyrical movements of the soul, to the modulations of 
the reverie, to the sudden leaps of the conscience." 
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(Baudelaire) The surrealist poets have had another purpose, 
and in order to reach it, they claimed for their poems 
a total freedom, A freedom that merited the most strict 
disciplines 1 those that the poet must look for·· without 
stopping to reinforce, It would be naive to think that 
the poetic gave the carte blanche regardless of style 
' and purpose, in order to benefit this freedom a on thu 
contrary, it imposed its secret laws, a tone that permitted 
the worth of a work to be evaluated, some rules of a 
merciless severity, These were carefully dissembled, 
Some words and the enchantment were organized, These were 
patiently chosen, thought, and evaluated for their just 
faculty of reason: The surrealist writers who have been 
reproached for abusing this freedom were, in effect, 
excellent writers, and one will notice perhaps one day 
that the richest and most valuable prose of our era is 
that which was given us by these poets who, one says, an·d 
not without regret, knew to bend the most elementary rules 
of prosody, several people other than these writers have 
avoided utilizing this shocking prose of the poets which 
was abused so o~en before their time period, 
Known texts, familiar stories, studies in types of 
prefaces, revived proverbs, legends written from the 
story of a friend, all the texts in prose that Paul 
Eluard gathered much later in !2 Give !2 See are some of 
the writings of circumstance. Of circumstances that are 
imperiously imposed on him, and that he never refuses to 
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explain. Then he gives us a study of a poet--one will 
read again the very beautiful Mirror of Baudelaire, written 
as a preface to a selection of the author of the Flowers 
·• of Evil (1938)--~ Poetic Evidence, it is always under a 
rigorous form of extreme concision. But the prose texts 
of Eluard do not aim to compete with the poems, or to 
facilitate their longing in us. They are a transcription 
in the other mode of the poetic universe, and there, in a 
different language, that married him also to "the most 
secret plunges of the conscience," logic and reason in-
tervene at their turn. The prose coordinates in a manner 
still discrete, but more visible than in the poems, the 
images that do not cease to abound on the surface and that 
render these images immediately more comprehensible to us. 
But it is not among the poems in prose, and still less 
among the poetic prose that it is necessary to arrange 
these very beautiful pages that one finds in book after 
book since Capital 2f Sadness. It is no longer an issue 
here to linger over the indefinable question of rhythm 
in order to judge them. A phrase such as "a lace of pro-
file, this crack in the window, this smoked light of a 
thimbleful of wine, some of an intoxicated hand, ready 
to labor" (Public ~) and of which all the propositions 
link themselves to only one law that has nothing to do with 
the rhythm required, in the poems in prose, come near 
again to those of ~ Season in Torture or certain poems 
of Small Pools of Glass. Here are the "harmonious =--- ~.....;.-- -
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successes" of this bastard genre that is the poem in prose~ 
These texts have value in their intense density and in the 
freedom of the images that expand there with less constraint 
than in the poems. If it was necessary to find in these 
pages a plastic equivalent, I would compare them to 
baroque sculpture, an exquisite art, a little precious 
sometines, similar to the sculpture that Mozart saw in his 
infancy, which lacked neither the bubbling water, nor the 
caves full of surprises. It is a common phrase that begins 
the introduction many times. "Good-bye. More quickly, 
follow the movement, take the trouble to run, •• " and it ii;i 
here that the reader finds himself engaged, that he is 
there by calculation, in an underground gallery, a 
labyrinth of lightened images to which he will find with 
a little attention the most strange analogies. An example 
of yhe quality of the prose that follows Living Ashes is 
the little story Applied (193?), in which appeared a 
human face, much different from those that brighten the 
ordinary in his poems, that of a small daughter similar to 
an unadorned doll and colored by the painter Hans Bellmer. 
Soigneux is the name of this heroine that is the miserable 
infant of the poems in prose of Mall-11-rme ••• "We will see 
you in the journals," Soigneux "awe of the country, its 
hills tarnished with cold, its fires extinguished, its 
hovels so distant, one from the other they translated 
harshly the immensity of hate, for always ••• soigneux, the 
rage of the teeth, the eyes void, consume the lips of its 
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mask, like live coals." Soigneux like Alice in wonderland, 
but some sad marvels that offer us the daily reality, a 
broken toy, a dead bird, the most humble objects where all 
the poetry of the world is included, and we will find it 
again, much later, in the Sport of~ Puppet (Open .!!221£, 
1) an admirable text that the poet has not surpassed thus 
far. 
It is about this era that he wrote these texts in 
prose where one notices the profound change that is 
occuring at t·he home of Paul Eluard. The poet seems 
to have attained the height of his art and in order to 
shun imitation, it is necessary for him to be renewed, to 
replace the subjects of inspiration which reduced his 
power, to take inventory of the manners he disposes, to 
force finally some of these "words that were as far as he 
was concerned mysteriously confounded." And here is the 
life that charges him to bring this aid of which there is 
need. Another name has replaced that of Gala on the first 
page of his books and one sees a new face appear in the 
large white margin that the reader adds to his poems. The 
exterior events changed, they also, impose for the poet 
"who wants no longer to dream beyond the walls" the most 
grave preoccupations. The strict attitude adopted about 
certain political problems bring little by little an 
understanding that will most surely unite the great mass 
of men. During the years 1930 to 1936, years charged 
menace, the man and the poet are both very attentive to 
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the writings and views of Eluard. Each seems to be 
aware of the lively sensibility about the events pre-
cipitated. And it is like a good-bye to an era removed 
and to a love that has given all its fruits that Eluard 
published, in 1934, ~ Public Rose, the most surrealistic 
perhaps of his books of poems, which is explained with the 
most clarity, before attempting the poems that we know and 
those which came to be more immediately inspired by the 
single events. 
If one could, as today in the manuals of paintings, 
speak of the rose era, then the blue era, and devise the 
production of a poet in such a manner that it would agree 
with the needs of critics to understand their diverse ex-
plications, The Public Rose would serve such a purpose. 
- -
This book takes up again most of the themes scattered in the 
work of Eluard, carries their development to its full ex-
pansion and fixed them in some verses that count among his 
most moving. It is in these poems that resume, in a 
form of perfect beauty, an experience that life has not 
ceased to multiply. Whereas the verses of the first books 
constituted a long succession of amourous strophes that 
found the radiant images of happiness and confidence 
"slashed in the light," the poems of~ Public Rose are 
grave and violent. They show the effort of the poet 
who want to remember, who recalls to himself all the 
images that stand aloof. A face long loved draws large 
crowds in number, but the memory the alert poet will render 
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the most sensible a feeling that the years will pass. 
To the sweetness or to the violence that characterize the 
spiritual atmosphere in which the first poems were written, 
little by little a secret anxiety, a sadness full of pity 
is recognized. Then all the figures, all the words of his 
poems will be marked by this melancholy that regrets or 
only the flight of time has aroused. Certainly, the images 
of the poet, no less just than those that would precede 
them, have not lost their qualities but only their illumin-
ation has changed and it seems that from their appearance 
in !!!..!! Public ~ they took a different light from those 
that suffuse them otherwise. 
The poems of The Public Rose are no longer songs of 
love, but of confidences1 when explained, rigorously ex-
plained, each of the images that he employs will correspond 
to a true memory. He evokes in As !:!.2 Drops 2f. Water the 
remote times of the Sanatorium of Switzerland, the snowy 
country which detaches itself in familiar silhouette. "One 
has broken the alpine globe--where the erotic couple seemed 
to dream--The lady was always turned--Verses the most 
somber of somber Proteus--Who fled the men." It was the 
time when "he waited for nothing of his memory that ran 
aground." And he proposes to renew his old tentative 
flight, the fatal and fruitufl loss1 
Of all this that I have said of me that he remains 
I have hidden false treasures in some empty closets 
A useless ship joins my infancy to my anxiety 
A departure to my idle infancy 
My play to my fatigue 
The storm to the arch of the nights where I am 
alone . 
A soul without animals to the animals that I love 
An abandoned woman a new woman always. 
A dialogue is born then between the poet and this 
loved.shadow that continues to inspire him: 
·At the top of inspiration it will accord to me 
the truth 
The truth as I learned it 
The sad and sweet truth 
That love is similiar to hunger and to thirst 
That it.is never satisfied. 
In vain he has wanted to lose it, to forget it. "I 
have seen the sun leave the earth--And the world peopled 
itself with sleeping men and women ••• I have seen the sand-
man of the sky and of the sea fall back ••• I have seen a 
woman look at her newborn infant--Like a tile lifted from 
a roof--Her infant in progress to the man." Much farther, 
a memory transposed (he remembers the time when Andre 
Breton offered to some ladies a rose, inviting them to 
accept "this little forget-me-not"}: 
I have seen my better friend 
Excavate in the streets of the city 
In all the streets and in the city one evening 
A long tunnel of his chagrin 
He offered to 
All the ladies 
A privileged rose 
A rose of dew 
Similiar to the intoxication of thirst 
He prayed them humbly 
In a thinking hand 
In a hand in flower. 
But these transcriptions of an extreme fidelity of 
which the small story lights even the simplest words, 
can no longer satisfy the poet. "It is finished there, 
·, 
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he said, to fly to the inflamed rescue of yesterday's 
images." It is necessary for him to abandon the smiling 
domain where the poetic images came of themselves; it is 
necessary for him "to drink a large bowl of black sleep--
even to the last drop," to render itself there where 
"there are some demolitions sadder than a penny" and find 
again, "more low now profoundly among the abolished 
routes:" 
This chant that holds the night 
This chant that makes the deaf the blind 
That gives the arms to some phantoms 
This last love 
That struggles in the cares 
With some tears well wetting 
This harmony in waste land 
·This tribe that implores •••• 
The Public ~ is a book from which it is nearly 
impossible to prefer one poem. And meanwhile That which 
said !!!.! !!!fill of pain or Nothing other .1.!ll!!! 12 live ~ 12 
~ to live are among the most inspired, among those 
that inspire us the most and that would remain as glory 
to their author. All the men will do well to learn these 
poems by heart. 
It would be necessary moreover to speak most of 
those that compose The Fertile~ (19)6). This book 
that followed ~ Public ~ and that Picasso came to 
illustrate with five sketches, reproduced a suite of 
published poems with some photographs of Man Ray and was 
dedicated to the new inspiration of the poet under the 
title of Easy (19)5). One recalls naturally this last 
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book of ~ !!!!J! Poetry; these are both books of love. 
But how different: 1Q.y.§. ~ Poetry--this book without end--
leaves under its lines an anguish brought by the discoveries 
of the poet in· his poems. It is in this book· ·that these 
elliptical and admirable lines appear: "The earth is 
blue as an orange." A colorful contradiction, a desire 
"to be worthy" surmounts itself without stopping, blends 
in these lines to the passioned infantile fervor that 
he tests for the woman whose name is inscribed at the 
head of the book. "Love chooses love without changing· 
face," he wrote in the first poem of the book of Gala; and 
in the last, where he knew again "to have subjected some 
J>hantoms to the rules of exception," he understands that 
he must know all of them "in you that disappeared in order 
always to reappear." This new face that reappeared and 
imposes itself, in 1930, is that of a woman "pale and 
luminous" of which Picasso gave in ~ Fertile ~ an 
astonishing portrait: the face of Nusch the traits of 
which the poems of Eluard are going now to reproduce. 
The total jubilation with which Pierre Jean Jofive speaks 
and that is the highest form of poetic emotion, is 
brightened in Easy, in these poems written with a perfect 
security, in a language of assurance that unaided could 
carry confidence and appeasement. The poetic phrase is 
blended gently to the extreme1 it has become the same 
simplicity: "! grave on a rock the destiny of your 
forces--making profound headway where the goodness of 
' 
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your body will develop. All has become cleaner, easier, 
the 'four walls extinguished by our intimacy, to the shapes 
of a. changing sky. '" "All is new, all is future, " he 
writes in one of his poems where he expresses the fullness 
of his joy regained and of happiness that he tries to ex-
plain with this marvelous limpidity, one of the dominant 
qualities of all his books. 
The Fertile ~ carries the mark of this effort: 
nearly all of the abstract images in this book are located 
where the words are the simplest. This book that contains 
numerous poems to which Frances Poulenc added a smiling 
musical attire, and others, quieter, where one reads many 
verses very often reproduced (happiness has taken death 
in order to teach), are the last in date of this era that 
ends in 1936, a year when all his work takes a new sense, 
gains in profoundness and richness to measure that Which 
it will simplify, and will echo these sufferances that 
quickly fall to the lot of man. 
At the debut of 1936, Eluard was called to Spain to 
give a series of conferences on the occasion of a retro-
spective of Picasso. One of these conferences was 
illustrated by a recital of poems about Picasso that pre-
sented Ramon Gomez of the Derna. It is from this trip that 
the delicious poem "Intimate" dates (The Fertile~), a 
poem that came to be ·called, of all things, "Spanish Song" 
and which was written one evening, on the table of one of 
thses singing-cafes where Larca, Bergamin, Albert and their 
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friends o~en came. The poems that he wrote in the series. 
and the events which Spain dictated to him proved how pro-
fitable this type of contact was. In other words, in this 
era. Eluard had not stopped to participate in all the great 
discussions. One remembers some of the "words of order" 
and some examples that his friends gave to him and to the 
young poets of this time that seem to us already so distant. 
Not only did poetry come to live more in isolation--separated 
from men, but it came to constitute between them the surest 
bond. But it is precisely in 19J6. in the d~s when 
Eluard ~ame back from Spain and published ~ Fertile ~ 
that his poetry acquired this moving, passionate character 
that rendered it more precious to us and nearer our pre-
occupations. At this time, the poets could affirm, and 
with an assurance that came much later to be measured by 
them, that they did not project anything of disinterest in 
the activity of other men. This same year, Eluard wrote 
"The time has come when all the poets have the right and 
must remember that they are a profound force in the life 
of other men, in the common life." In other words then, 
it is to the elaboration of this common life that the 
poets wish to collaborate. The rights and the works of 
the poet, Paul Eluard and his friends came to affirm 
with magnificence. Poetry, such as they conceived it, 
came to help·men free themselves, it came to contribute 
to the uniting of them, to exalting them, to inspiring 
them. 
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To inspire them? certainly. For Eluard--and it is 
one of his favorite themes1 ·"the poet is ,he who inspires, 
even more than he who is inspired." He writes in~ 
Poetic Evidence: "Poems have always large white margins, 
large margins of silence where the ardent memory consumes 
itself in order to recreate that feeling which never passes." 
Their principal quality is not to evoke, but to inspire, 
One understands from them that Paul Eluard strives to look 
profoundly in our·· common memory for the source of this 
inspiration which does not stop. All that which he writes 
carries the reflection of the preoccupations that assail 
us1 under his poems, under their transparent images, or 
voluntarily troubled, becomes more and more discernable, 
the form of our desires, the number of our most intimate 
thoughts and of our most equitable demands, 
For one such poet that intends to demand other things 
of his readers to be, in turn, inspired, finally to 
inspire in their turn other men and to finish by gaining 
the most indifferent, the time that we live in shows itself 
particularly rich in subjects of inspiration. And what 
motives of inspiration, what pretexts for a poetry so 
sensible: The "Dew of Blood" which Pierre Jean Jouve 
refers to in his Porch 12 1illl. Night 2f the Saints has not 
yet become unreadable. The Four Horsemen of the Apoc-
alypse are put back in circulation and destroy in the 
wink of an eye what pacific men had taken centuries to 
construct. But the revolutions and the wars that they 
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unchained have slower and less visible effects than their 
destructions: they are preceded and accompanied lby pro-
found troubles that one can only analyze with diffi~ulty 
and of what circumstance they are born has never been de-
fined. We see sometimes, at the surface of the water an 
eddy, a whirlwind of which nothing is left to foresee the 
water's coming. It is perhaps the beginning of the sea 
that is torn. Here, where we are, at the surface, we see 
· only the gross image of this crack far away and profound 
that gave birth to this sudden eruption. It is similar for 
all the events that surge around us and for which it is 
often impossible for us to state the causes. Without doubt, 
it is imperceptible to the contemporaries it has produced, 
an ignored spiritual adventure, a humble thought that came 
to make its way in spite of all the snares, and now in the 
compact mass of history, it occurs to us, multiplies, 
larger than all other thoughts like it, and it crashed 
roughly, leaving us helpless, incapable of understanding 
that which is produced and that which it has produced. The 
poet will do nothing other than reveal, and the more pro-
found he will be in his power, the approach and the passage 
of this vogue that shows again all stained with blood, 
some extent of the times, He paints it for us unfurling 
on the world, without that which is yet rendered account-
able. He paints it in all its inexorable cruelty. 
In 19J8, in Natural course, Eluard gives us for the 
first time visible evidence of this preoccupation. He 
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majces .a ~ry of alarm "to unbind, to render the immense pity 
of this -time insensible to the broken calls ••• of this time 
buried-under the ruins of liberty." (Andre Breton, Prayer 
to .. Insert· in.·the Volume). ~~ - - ..-.== Natural Course gives us several 
po.ems. in/"Wtii~ti these preoccupations and his most intimate 
thoughts read. already as in Open ~· 
Here he is forced to justify poetry of circumstances. 
The eve~t proposes its.elf to the poet1 he recognizes and 
extracts·"the substance and understands what repercussions 
these events are going to provoke. The older poets made 
the mistake of confusing the poet and the divine: to re~d 
the times, to see, or.perhaps to foresee, is this not the 
role of the poet? But he who lacks the courage to attempt 
the range of poetry's meaning is voluntarily limited in his 
possibilities. These are the ones who attach to the past a 
very big price and who dare not guard this past with the 
necessary strictness--"We of the future--For a small moment 
thoughts of the past" wrote Eluard in complete Song and in 
Poetry ~ Truth 1942, this sentence: "From far away, some 
news of the past--the good key of the cage," From far away-
but not more. The myth of the golden age, of a paradise 
lost, has created strong beautiful poems, but each of them 
can no longer profoundly exalt the men of today. Further-
more, these poets have engendered a regret for a time in 
which they certainly would love to live, but they do not 
have the boldness to want to live in the world of tomorrow. 
There is always a-melancholy, a sentiment of inferiority 
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that blends with this cult of the pas.t, with this love of 
ruins and of the forms of disappeared thoughts. A good 
number of poems--ans what is more serious of the poems 
that one writes today--are imprints of this sentiment. 
These are shellfish, strongly beautiful forgotten petrifi-
cations on the shore after the sea has a long time since . 
retired and in which, for the moment that one lends the 
ear, one hears the groans of a world that retires, that is 
distant from us. Poems where all the time past looks for 
refuge to survive, where one hears only some echoes--then 
as much the cries of sadness and of hope that rise around 
us and that we do not want sometimes to hear. 
It is why this poetry of lifeless nature, fascinating 
in their melancholy must be opposed by a living poetry. 
In order to attain this result, the poet must discern in 
the world that surrounds him that which matches the past 
and that which leads to the elaboration of the world to 
be born. That which uses again this past, and that cannot 
acknowledge us, he must utilize1 he will make clear, and 
often at the price of effort, what many do not see as 
their veritable interest, working to maintain cost for 
cost. All that is living in him,--and in all of us--
appears in the future and must be dedicated to it. It 
is necessary always to be able "to read a happiness with-
out limits--in the simplicity of the present lines" Eluard 
will say in a poem entitled: "Not to go to the heart of 
others: leaving some." The dreams of the poet are not 
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regrets for times past, but projections in the future1 the 
outlines clearer and clearer of these roads where all men 
will travel. What the poet wishes is that the style of 
the most solidlY abridged ivory collapses--and today even 
--but what he demands, before all, is that poetry must 
be the same voice of a country, his intimate word, the ex-
pression of his spiritual existence must be free if one 
wants it to be authentic. 
Baudelaire writes that love poetry is the "negation 
of iniquity.• The poet will come to be in other words a 
just man1 and a just man does not content himself to suffer 
injustice1 he helps those that work to suppress him. The 
great poems that endure are those most profound!y inspired 
by love of justice. Certain!y, the poet is not always per-
mitted to explain this love, this •nostalgia of justice.• 
But in his solitude, all the hope of the world is a refugee 
and it is there that he conserves the hope intact. In the 
first poem of Natural Course, Eluard writes1 
The sky will widen 
We had enough 
To live in the ruins of the sleep . 
In the small number of rest. 
He knew that one supreme testing would be accorded to 
those who have never doubted the coming of the reign of 
justice a 
•••• we will arrive ·all a new memory 
We will speak together a sensible language • 
•••• That man delivered of his absurd past 
Construct before his brother a masking face 
And give to the reason some vagabonds. 
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One such poem that announces to men their imminent 
liberation, rises with violence against those who pretend 
to establish the •times of iniquitys" 
Look at the work the builder of ruins 
They are rich, patient, tidy, black and stupid 
But they make their better order only on earth 
They are inhumane and fill it with order •••• 
In effect, this passionate need that tests Eluard, as 
a true poet, to share in the sufferings and the hopeso't' 
men, that inspires in him much pity and indignation, man-
ifests itself in the meaning of his work. In the books 
that preoede Natural course, this tendency is matched more 
by rumors than by the irritated images1 to depart i'rom 
this book, it mingles with his poetry1 it is for some the 
most active elements. It acts for it and for the poet as 
a i'ruitfUl stimulant. Then in his anterior poems, the 
dream, the fictions where many doubtable realities blend, 
but often lose themselves, constitute the true domain, 
where this poetry expands comfortably, in Natural Course, 
in Complete~· (debut 1939), it is in a rich spiritual 
climate that it is called to manifest itself. Now, he can 
write in Complete ~· "Light and conscience overcome 
more of the JQYsteries, miseries, than night and dreams." 
And this passage i'rom dream to reality has provoked each· 
new awakening1 he tells us himself. All is rational or 
better nothing is irrational. It is in 1'1111 light, in 
fllil conscience that he writes the poems of this book 
where the smiling images abound, that has inspired in him 
the beautifUl garden of Saint-Germain where he cultivated 
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the savage flowers. ("The sun is set like a mole--Solitude 
to the limited haunches,• he will write much later in 
Open Book, and then ~Beautiful solitude honey absent• 
and these tragic poems the simplicity of which touches us 
perhaps even more) a 
Our desires are less shooting in the night 
Brothers that this red destiny 
Which gains in spite of all the ground on the 
horror. 
Some months after having published Complete .§.2!!g, 
Eluard was mobilized. He lived then in the middle of a 
camp1 working day and night in the railroad station that 
turns to lose sight of the sad horizon of Cologne. Some 
trains pass without stopping, then he reads, during some 
very rare leisure time, the old poets of the Renaissance, 
these forgotten poets that became fashionable again in the 
first years of the armistice. There is the rain and the 
cold. At the break of day, he returns to his post. As 
in a celebrated poem of Natural Course, there is "the 
portrait of Nusoh on the table.a When he again spends 
a day in Paris, it is not in order to complain about the 
misery of the time. He speaks to us of the.marvelous 
fawn that lives on the embankments of the highways, yellow 
butterflies, lizards, weasels and martens1 he tells us he 
saw on the slopes, posed on some bushes absolutely like 
those painted by old Max Ernst in the "Triumph of Love,• 
an enormous praying mantis. A curious spirit like Georges 
Bachelard will make for us perhaps one day an exact inven-
tory ot the Gladiator ~ ~ Eluard, which has continually 
